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Architecture and Protocols for High-Speed Networks
(August 30 - September 3, 1993; Dagstuhl, Germany).

organized by:

André Danthine Wolfgang Effelsberg , Otto Spaniol
University of Liege University of Mannheim Techn. University of Aachen

The first seminar on "Architecture and Protocols for High-Speed Networks" was held
with the purpose of discussing important questions concerning the next generation
of digital computer networks. The main topics of the seminar were:

- Switched networks, in particular ATM
- Local and Metropolitan Area Networks
� New Network and Transport Layer protocols
- Network applications, in particular multimedia applications
- Protocol implementation on multiprocessors, and
- Formal description techniques.

Those topics are in the center of interest for research and implementation of
communication systems. This is proven also by the fact that in the very same week
the "Second IEEE Workshop on the Architecture and Implementation of High
Performance Communication Syubsystems" was held in Williamsburg, Virginia
(USA). The exact duplication of topics of interest in both events made it difficult or
impossible for some of the invited US experts to attend the Dagstuhl workshop.
Nevertheless, 32 participants came from many European countries (including
Eastern Europe), from the USA, Canada and Australia.

It was the purpose of the seminar to bring together telecommunications engineers
and computer scientists, two groups of people who not very often have a chance to
talk with each other. One of the hot topics during the seminar week was the status
and future of ATM (Asynchronous Transmission Mode). Analytical and simulation
models for the performance of ATM switches were presented, the status of ATM
demonstrators in the framework of the RACE project in Europe was reported, and
the ATM public service offering by PTTs was the subject of much debate. Although
ATM was initially designed to provide a wide�areahigh�speed telecommunications
infrastructure, all the practical experience reported by the participants was with
ATM switches in a local environment.
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The new generation of applications in high-speed networks will contain multimedia
data streams, i.e. digital audio and video. All of the speakers on upper layer issues
agreed on this point. However, continuous media streams require transmission with
guaranteed performance, in particular guaranteed bandwidth and bounds for delay
and jitter. In addition, many multimedia applications will require peer-to-multipeer
communication. Guaranteed performance can only be provided with resource
reservation in the network, and efficient multipeer communication must be based on
multicast support in the lower layers of the network. In several sessions the current
approaches to resource reservation and multicast in computer networks were
discussed.

In the area of communication systems architecture several speakers reported their
research work on internal structures for high-speed communication nodes. There
was general agreement that the performance bottleneck is currently in the end
systems, upper layers and applications rather than in the MAC adapters, on the links
or in the switch fabrics. Parallel implementation of protocols on multiprocessors was
considered as a possible solution, with very promising measurement results reported
from a parallel implementation of TCP and IP.

A special highlight of the workshop was the presentation by Z. Budrikis, the co-
inventor of the DQDB (or QPSX) protocol. He introduced a new medium access
control protocol for a LAN/ MAN called DQDT (Distributed Queue - Dual Tree). It is
based on tree topology of interconnected dual buses and maintains the DQDB
advantages of short latency and high utilization with insensitivity to the size and
speed of the network.

In two evening discussion rounds the participants came back to open questions on
ATM. The provision of "statistical performance guarantees" was subject of a lively
debate; isn&#39;t a "statistical guarantee" an inherent contradiction? How much would
you be willing to pay for such a service offer? Another hot issue was whether the
networking community is thoroughly spoiled by the OSI reference model, under the
motto "layering considered harmful". Of course no agreement could be reached on
this issue.

Some more general comments about Dagstuhl workshops:

At first, the organisers were a little sceptical whether the participants would be
willing to come for a full week since that duration is in sharp contrast of other
meetings or conferences which usually are no longer than three days (and where
most participants only attend the presentations during one or two days). The
experience of the workshop, however, was that everybody liked the very creative
atmosphere - and almost everybody attended all the presentations including the
evening sessions. The discussions were extremely lively and intensive. Even the 45
minute time slots per presentation were far from being sufficient for solving all of
the numerous questions. We may proudly state that a similar learning effect has
never been observed in a �classical� conference.
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Moreover, the fact that the participants were real experts in the field and that they
knew each other very well (at least after the first two days) became a guarantee for
very (!) critical comments; however, nobody was upset about "nasty questions" and,
therefore, the global outcome was extremely positive.

All of those positive things were supported and greatly facilitated by the wonderful
setting of the workshop in the castle of Dagstuhl A library, Unix workstations,
musical instruments and a well-stocked wine cellar were at the disposition of the
participants, and everybody enjoyed the casual and open-minded atmosphere.

A second workshop is planned for June 1995.

Dagstuhl, September 1993

Andre� Danthine, Wolfgang Effelsberg, Otto Spaniol
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Workshop programme

Monday (Aug. 30): MAC, ATM, Switched Networks,...

].W. Mark:
Performance Modelling and Buffer Allocation in ATM Networks

P. E. Boyer:
Evolution Towards Switched Services in ATM Networks.

A. Pombortsis:

A contribution to the problem of avoiding and controlling congestion in multistage
networks for ATM switching

P. Tran-Gia:

Discrete-time analysis of Usage Parameter Control Functions in ATM Systems

.0 � _:. �I. Kuhn.
Quality of Service in ATM-Networks t- Key Issues and Demonstrator Verification

Z. L. Budrikis:

Size and Speed Insensitive Distributed Queue Network

Tuesday (Aug. 31) Network and Transport Layer�...

O. Casals:

A Cell Based MAC� Protocol with Trailic Shaping and a Global FIFO Strategy

M. Becker:

Models of ATM switches.

H. Stiittgen:
An Internetworking Architecture for Multimedia Communication over
Heterogeneous Networks

W. Kalfa:

Receiver initiated rnulticast in the ST-II protocol

D. Ferrari:

The Tenet Approach to Real-Time Communication and the Tenet Real-Time Protocol
Suite
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E. W. Biersack:

The TP++ protocol

R. G. Herrtwich:

Reservation Mechanisms for Internetworks

O. Spaniol:
High Speed Interconnection of Workstations: Concepts, Problems and Experiences
(not presented due to lack of time; manuscript was distributed)

Discussion: ATM - success or desaster?

Wednesday (Sept. 1) : FDT, Multiprocessor Architecture�...

P. Gunningberg:
Locking Effects in Multiprocessor Implementations of Protocols

K. Fabian, (I. Fe1lner):
A Multiprocessor Communication Adapter for High-speed Networks

A. Wolicz:

An integrated approach to communication protocols specification and
performance analysis.

B. Wolfinger:
Formal description technique to support load modelling for innovative
communication systems

Afternoon: Excursion to Trier (Treves)

Thursday (Sept. 2): Multimedia, Applications, QoS,...

B. Heinrichs:

Towards a High Performance and Configurable Multipeer Transfer Service

K. Rothermel:

A Configurable Architecture for Distributed Multimedia Applications

W. Tawbi:

QoS Issues for Distributed Multimedia Applications

R. Steinmetz:

Media Synchronization
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A. Danthine:

From best effort to enhanced QoS

O. Drobnik:

Towards an integrated configuration and performance management for distributed
applications

H. Schlichter:

High Bandwidth Communication for Computer Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW)

D. Shepherd:
MICRO-Kernel Support for continuous Media Communications

Discussion: Most important open questions

Friday (Sept. 3): Traffic Control,...

D. Baum:

Combined Flow and Error Control Analysis for the European Space Data Network.

H. Löffler:

Topology-Bandwidth Considerations of Gbit/ s-Networks

E. Raubold:

Deadlock avoidance in networks (Lessons learned from packet switching for I-IPNs)

W. Effelsberg:
Digital Movies in High-Speed Networks

O. Spaniol:
Concluding remarks (and "the poem")
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Abstracts of presentations:

Dieter Baum, Universität Trier� Trier (Germany)

Combined Flow and Error Control Analysis for the European Space Data Network

The impact of window flow control and GBN-ARQ error control mechanisms is
investigated for the proposed Space Data Network chainconsisting of an on board
LAN, a satellite connection, and an ISDN terrestrial WAN. Two architectural
alternatives for protocol hierarchies lead to two different basic approaches for error
and flow control implementation: End-to-End versus Step-by-Step realization. These
approaches correspond to the types ofnetwork service used to perform subnetwork
interconnection: connection oriented and connectionless. The packet delay behaviour
under variable load is analized for each scheme considering the combined in�uence
of flow and error control. Analysis is based on standard techniques being adjusted to
the concrete more complex system. Results prove the superiority of Step-by-Step
approaches. They have been validated by simulation.

Monique Becker, Institut National des Telecommunications, Evry Cedex (France)

Models of ATM switches

In order to design a three stage clos ATM switch two performance criteria are
studied:

- cell loss rate - average delay.
Two kinds of switches are studied:

- switches with input queues and - switches with output queues.

The performance criteria are compared for a given value of input links in the switch
(which is equal to the number of output links) and for a given value of the global
buffer size for the whole switch.

The design parameters are:
- the number of switching elements in the two first stages
� the capacity of the queues
- the input load on each link
- the destination of the calls.

Approximate analytical models are solved and validated by simulations for some
parameter values (there is a problem of simulation of rare events). The model is
solved for symmetrical input traffic and for some cases of unsymmetrical input
traffic load.
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Ernst Biersack, Institut Eurecom� Valbonne (France)

The TP++ protocol

TP++ is a new transport protocol that is being designed to support multimedia
applications at one Gigabit per second across high bandwidth-delay product
networks. This talk presents an overview of the TP++ project and discusses the goals
of the project as well as a description of the environment for which TP++ is designed.
The basic design decisions made for TP++ then are described.

Pierre Boyer, CN ET - Lannion, Lannion Cedex (France)

Evolution Towards Switched Services in ATM Networks.

Even if "switching" usually refers to the basic interconnecting capability of network
elements, the definition of "switched" services is basically a matter of signalling
procedures and call admission control: call set-up is performed within a few seconds
in a "switched" network � opposed to cross-connected networks where call set-up is a
matter of days.

�kt the beginning, operators will use ATM to build networks of Virtual Paths.
Functionaly similar to leased lines, these paths will be cross-connected and allocated
a peak cell rate value. Compared to N-ISDN, the fine rate granularity and flexible
QOS are sufficiently attractive to motivate initial subscription.

However, the specifications of telecommunication services will be subject of
competition between operators. In this perspective, the introduction of switched
services enables a shorter network response time.

At the same time, traffic management is becoming more complex. Pricing will
become crucial which entails an optimized usage of network resources. A large
variety of applications offer bursty traffics but cannot give the accurate description
which is requested to perform simple rate-based multiplexing. Applications may
even exceed the negotiated activity and the excess traffic has to be transferred as well
as possible.

For the operator, a "risk" is coming with the introduction of "switched" services :
1. the network may deny or delay admission of a candidate switched connection;
2. the network may not meet the Quality-Of-Service requested by a newly accepted

switched connection; the admission of a new switched connection may jeopardize
other calls already in progress - which is even worse.

Starting with a cm ss-connected virtual path network, it is proposed to introduce
switching graduallj, into the network operation :
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1. Routes could still be cross-connected throughout the network - by means of
classical telecommunication network Operating Systems and workstations - while
bandwidth could be allocated "on-demand" within a very short amount of time
by means of Fast Resource Management - e.g. FRPS.

2. Further on, when a signalling system will be finalized and agreed upon in
standardizing bodies, "switched" services could initially be offered within a
peripheral network area, between subscribers and servers. These servers could
still be interconnected by long-haul cross-connected connections. &#39;

Finally the paper details how this evolution towards switched services translates into
subscriber traffic contracts.

Z.L. Budrikis, QPSX Communication LTD, West Perth 6005 (Australia)

Size and Speed Insensitive Distributed Queue Network

A Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) Network is outstanding among known
LANs by its high speed x size capability and by its approximation to a FIFO
multiplexer. Nonetheless, a DQDB network is limited to several hundred Mbps x km
before its efficieny and good multiplexing properties begin to deteriorate. A
distributed queue network employing a dual tree topology, i.e. a distributed queue
dual tree (DQDT) network�, is described that is effectively insensitive to size and
speed. A DQDT network with a size x speed product of 10 km x Gbps shows no
noticeable reduction in efficiency or fairness. It is an obvious candidate for shared
LANs and MANs at Gigabit/ s rates.

Olga Casals Torres, Universidad Politécnica de Cataluna, Barcelona (Spain)

A Cell Based MAC Protocol with Traffic Shaping and a Global FIFO Strategy

A Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol for a broadband network access facility,
using a passive optical network (PON) with a tree structure will be presented. This
protocol will be implemented in the demonstrator of the RACE project R2024. The
MAC protocol is cell based and uses a request/ permit mechanism to access to the
shared medium. Each Network Termination (NT) declares its required bandwidth by
sending requests to the master of the protocol located in the Line Termination (LT).
A request contains information about the number of cells waiting for transmission at
the NT. The requests can be issued in two ways:

- Coupled to upstream AT M cells
- As part of a Request Block.
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multiplexer. Nonetheless, a DQDB network is limited to several hundred Mbps x km 
before its efficieny and good multiplexing properties begin to deteriorate. A 
distributed queue network employing a d ual tree topology, i.e. a distributed queue 
dual tree (DQDT) network ', is described that is effectively insensitive to size and 
speed. A DQDT network with a size x speed product of 10 km x Gbps shows no 
noticeable reduction in efficiency or fairness. It is an obvious candidate for shared 
LANs and MANs at Gigabit/s rates. 

Olga Casals Torres, Universidad Politecnica de Cataluna, Barcelona (Spain) 

A Cell Based MAC Protocol with Traffic Shaping and a Global FIFO Strategy 

A Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol for a broadband network access facility, 
using a passive optical network (PON) with a tree structure will be presented. This 
protocol will be implemented in the demonstrator of the RACE project R2024. The 
MAC protocol is cell based and uses a request/permit mechanism to access to the 
shared medium. Each Network Termination (NT) declares its required bandwidth by 
sending requests to the master of the protocol located in the Line Termination (LT). 
A request contains information about the number of cells waiting for transn,ission at 
the NT. The requests can be issuL'd in two ,.vays: 

- Coupled to upstream ,'\TM cells 
- As part of a RL'l}Ul?Sl Block. 
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If an NT can only reveal its bandwidth needs when it is allowed to send an ATM cell,
it may not be able to react fast enough to traffic changes. Therefore, the protocol is
provided with the second type of request. The so called Request Blocks contain
requests originating from several NTs, not coupled to upstream ATM cells. They are
issued during idle periods. The combination of these two mechanisms leads to a fast
reaction time.

The MAC protocol allocates the available bandwidth to the NTs according to a
Bandwidth Allocation Algorithm based on the received information from the
requests. The MAC protocol uses permits to inform the NTs about the obtained
bandwidth. For each permit received, an NT can send one cell.
The Bandwidth Allocation Algorithm used by the MAC protocol has the following
characteristics:

- Enforce the peak bit rate per NT by spacing the-cells
- Approximate a global FIFO discipline (over all NTs) for fairness reasons and

to minimize the delay variance
- Use the available buffer capacity in the NTs to store the cells waiting for

transmission (distributed buffering)
The peak bit rate of each NT is calculated as the sum of the peak bit rates of each of
its connections (VCl/ VPI). The MAC protocol counts the number of new cell arrivals
(deduced from the request) and assigns the necessary permits to the NT. These
permits are then put into A FIFO queue with permits for the other NTs, with the
additional constraint that a minimal distance between two consecutive permits for
the same NT is enforced. The minimal distance is determined by the inverse of the
peak bit rate. In this way, the actual queueing takes place in the NT, while the central
control of the PON maintains a FIFO queue, by which the transmission instants and
the order in which the different NTs are emptied are governed.

Andre�: Danthine, Université de Liege, Liege (Belgium)

From Best Effort to enhanced Q08

This technical report is entirely devoted to the problem of the QoS in the connection-
mode services. After presenting a framework for the study of the QoS parameters
including the QoS negotiation scheme, the Q08 semantics as well as tghe constraints
of the service user or service provider, we discuss how the QoS is handled in the
network and transport layers for the ISO on one hand and for the Internet on the
other hand. Then we present the Enhanced QoS which has been developed in the
framework of the OSI )5 Transport Services. In the last part of this technical report
we compare our pn iposals to other new transport services: ETS, HSTS and l) I� S.
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Oswald Drobnik, Universität Frankfurt, Frankfurt / Main (Germany)

Towards an integrated configuration and performance management
for distributed applications

A new approach aiming at a synthetical construction and management of distributed
applications will be presented. A specification technique has been developed to
support the different aspects of a distributed application, namely application
functionality, management properties, and communication requirements.It is not
restricted to client server applications and can be used for a variety of cooperation
paradigms including peer to peer and group cooperation. A classification of
management properties allows for obtaining systematically a tailormade
management architecture.

The constructs of the specification language can be mapped onto hierarchies of
application-, communication- and management-oriented classes (in C++).
Implementation of a distributed application including management functionality is
then achieved by selection and configuration of appropriate objects. Guidelines have
been developed to improve the runtime efficiency of the resulting software
architecture by using threads.

Our approach has been validated by a prototype implementation of a Message
Handling System application including an interactive configuration management
facility (as part of an external research project with Digital Equipment Munich).

At present, the integration of performance monitoring into this approach is under
implementation. Concepts for decentralized management architectures are being
developed in order to support efficient configuration and performance management
for large distributed applications.

Wolfgang Effelsberg, Uni Mannheim, Mannheim (Germany)

Digital Movies in High-Speed Networks

The University of Mannheim is developing a system called XMovie for storing,
transmitting and presenting digital films in a computer network. The hardware used
in the system is standard hardware, as found in typical workstations today; no
special hardware is required. The movies are shown in a window of the X Window
System. This allows full integration with the classical components of computer
applications, such as text, color graphics, menues and icons.

3...: 
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The emphasis of the research project is on transmission protocols for digital video
data streams. Compared with classical data communications the transmission of
video streams has very demanding requirements for high bit rates and for
isochronous transfer, i.e. transfer with a small delay jitter. We show why these
requirements are not met with traditional communication protocols (such as TCP/IP
or OSI), and how they can be achieved with the new generation of high-speed
networks. We also propose an application layer protocol for the transmission of
movies.

Ivan Fellner, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Banska Bystrica (Slovak Republic)

A Multiprocessor Communication Adapter for High-speed Network

High speed data link transfer of the new networks can not be sufficiently utilized by
present implementations of network and transport protocols. In the paper we
present new architecture of multiprocessor adapterfor high speed network, which
implements the light-weight XTP protocol. We show the reasons leaded us to the fine
grain multiprocessor, which combine processor per function principle in the simple
hardware blocks with the implementation of the less urgent functions on software
basis. At the end we give performance evaluation of this adapter.

Domenico Ferrari, University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720 (USA)

The Tenet Approach to Real-Time Communication and the Tenet Real-Time
Protocol Suite

The Tenet approach to the design of real-time communication services is the
foundation of one of the first protocol suites built to support multimedia and other
real-time transmissions in integrated-services internetworks. The same approach is
now being used in the design of another, more advanced protocol suite, based on a
multicast guaranteed-perftirmance channel abstraction.

In this talk, the principles of the Tenet approach and the main features of the four
protocols that constitute the first Tenet suite will be described. Some of the initial
experiences with using the suite in some of the several packet-switching and cell-
switching testbeds to which it isbeing ported will also be presented, and the most
important charactei istics of the second Tenet suite will be outlined.
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Per Gunningberg, Swedish Institute of Computer Science, Stockholm-Kista

(Sweden)

Locking Effects in Multiprocessor Implementations of Protocols

Many workstations will consist of a multiprocessor system with a small number of
processors, typically less than ten. We investigate in how to exploit these processors
for parallel protocol processing. A "processor-per-message" paradigm is used to
partition the work over processors. Locks are used to protect protocol state and data
among processors which need to be shared exclusively. Mutual exclusion by
locking can be costly if the parallel protocol code frequently accesses shared state
and data. This paper addresses the effect of locking on performance.

We present a multiprocessor implementation of the x-kernel protocol environment
from University of Arizona and a simulation tool based on a parallel protocol
execution model for predicting locking effects on performance. The x-kernel is
implemented in user address space on a Sequent Symmetry under Dynix Operating
System.

Performance results from multiprocessor implementations of UDP/ IP and TCP/IP
are given and we compare them to performance predictions from simulations. The
measured speedups for the parallel implementations relative to the sequential
implementations are more than 1?. times for UDP and 3 times for TCP. These limits
are set by locking and machine contention.

Bernd Heinrichs, RWTH Aachen, Aachen (Germany)

Towards a High Performance and Configurable Multipeer Transfer Service

This paper highlights the need for sophisticated multicast mechanisms to be
provided by transfer protocols in order to support group communication. This need
becomes even more evident in the light of the special QOS requirements imposed by
multi-media applications. Today&#39;s protocols do not provide the broad range of
functionality required by these upcoming new applications. From a number of
sample applications we derive functionality and performance requirements which
have to be provided by transfer systems.

Although various transport protocols are capable of providing some
basicfunctionality used for multicast applications, they do not address all of the
requirements of multicast applications. Therefore, some of the unsolved or very
difficult issues for the provision of multicast services, like application specific error
control, acknowledgement implosion, support of different grades of reliabilitiy,
guarantee of different QOS requirements, scalability etc. will be discussed.

Per Gunningberg, Swed ish Institute of Computer Science, Stockholm-Kista 
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After comparing different ISO and Internet approaches the XTP multicast
mmechanism is illustrated in more detail. We show how some of the identified

demands are met by this protocol. Furthermore, necessary enhancements are
suggested. The usefulness of these enhancements is proved by simulations and
measurements.

Although XTP provides an interesting approach it is not possible to enhance the
protocol by integrating all the desired functionality without changing the primary
semantics of XTP. Thus we specify our own approach, called AMTP (Adaptive
Multipeer Transfer Protocol), a new multicast transfer protocol capable to provide
high performance and flexibility.

Ralf-Guido Herrtwich, IBM ENC, Heidelberg (Germany)

Reservation Mechanisms for Internelworks

In conjunction with providing guaranteed or predictable service for multimedia
applications, several reservation schemes for network bandwidth have been
proposed. Among the most prominent examples are ST-II and RSVP which originate
J: om the Internet community. Other examples include SRI� and RCAP from Berkeley
and CBSRP from CMU. In this talk, we compare the different approaches and
identify their respective merits and disadvantages in respect to multimedia
applications that shall benefit from them. We also take a critical look at the
usefulness and limitations of reservation schemes in general.

Winfried Kalfa, TU Dresden, Chemnitz (Germany)

Receiver initiated multicast in the ST-Il protocol

In the specification of the the ST-II only the source of the multicast stream is able to
connect a new receiver to the stream. This needs an alternate communication

connection to inform the source about an new receiver. A better way consists in the
use of the ST-II protocol themselves. Two versions are presented by additicrn of new
features to the protocol. The arised problem of authorization are discussed.
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Paul]. Kühn, Universität Stuttgart, Stuttgart (Germany)

Quality of Service in ATM-Networks: Key Issues and Demonstrator Verification

The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is the basis of the future Broadband-ISDN
which allows for the integration of arbitrary constant and variable bitrate services.
The international standardization is almost finished. The feasability of the technology
has been shown in key research and development initiatives in the USA, Europe and
in Japan. Especially, the European RACE programme has resulted in broadband
islands with ATM switch technology (RACE demonstrators). The major network
operators start their pilot service in 1994/95.

Despite all these advances, ATM bears still some largely unsolved problems. Due to
the inherent resource sharing problem of the cell-based, fast packet switching
principle, cell losses and cell delay variations depend strongly on the statistical
(bursty) behaviour of the source traffic, such as packetized voice, video or high speed
data applications. The. economic effect of the multiplexing gain is strictly limited by
the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of such services, which are indicated in
terms of cell loss probability, and cell delay variation of the network performance.
For an economic use of the expensive network resources, flexible and efficient traffic
control schemes have to be applied, such as source policing (usage parameter control,
UPC), connection admission control (CAC), congestion control and fast reservation
protocols.

Traffic performance and engineering methods have been developed during the recent
years. The underlying source models are mostly based on inulti-level (multi-rate) cell
generators such as finite state machine modulated deterministic or stochastic
processes (GMDP, MMPl~�, MMDP, MAI�). The parameters of these models have been
validated for known classical services such as voice or LAN data. The sound

knowledge of the individual and of aggregated traffic streams is a prerequisite for
traffic engineering. Therefore, source traffic and network performance have to be
validated for a reliable network planning and network operation.

The contribution is organized as follows: Chapter 1 briefly introduces the ATM
network architecture and services. In Chapter 2, the nature of typical ATM traffics is
characterized revealing highly correlated discrete time point processes and some
popular modelling approaches. In Chapter 3, the network performance relevant Q05
metrics are addressed, which are subject to negotiation in the future ATM networks.
Some examples of performance evaluation are given to show the parametric influence
of traffic parameters, namely the finite buffer loss probability and the end-to-end cell
delay variation within a serial queueing chain considering a reference virtual channel
connection. Also, the inadequacy of traditional simulation techniques for high speed
networks is addressed.
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:&#39;5?&#39;_.l�=.i11 the RACE project EXPLOIT traffic measurements and traffic control
:f;�\�f,Z3¬�1�i11l(:�11tS are in progress using the just available first ATM traffic generator and
t;tatfic measurement equipment. In Chapter 4, a short introduction is given in the
`�B traffic generator and measurement equipment and techniques. The RACE
t5;.><PLOIT Experimental testbed is shortly explained in Chapter 5 which consists of a
Local and Transit ATM Exchange, a Remote ATM Exchange, a Bussiness and a
Re-sidential B-NT2 (broadband BPX), various VBR and CBR B-ISDN Sources, LAN
and ISDN Interworking Units and Bulk Traffic Generators. This testbed is operable in
October 1993 and subject of the ATM Traffic Experiments. From these results, major
insights are expected in the nature of traffic and the effectiveness of the various traffic
control schemes which will have feedback for standardization, network planning,
network operation and the development of new applications, such as multi-media
communication.

11., Löffler, TU Dresden, Dresden (Germany)

Topology-Bandwidth Considerations of Gbit/s-Networks

At given work load, the performance of Gbit/ s-networks depends on a set of factors:
efficiency of the use of offered bandwidth of the fiberoptic medium, medium access
protocols, topology and others. This paper is concerned with topology�bandwidth
relationships. We start with definitions of aggregate bandwidth of the network,
access rates of the nodes connected to the network, network channel efficiency,
a:.1�cess efficiency of an end node etc. Then we present a set of characteristic
criteriafor selected topologies. In order to evaluate topologies of high performance
I&#39;1t�;�lEWUI&#39;1<S, the following parameters are of importance: scalability, normalized
aggregate bandwidth, normalized effective bandwidth, mean access efficiency of end
nudes, mean path length, number of electro-optical elements etc. We demonstrate
that for selected topologies. We also present some results concerning shared medium
aizdtitectures (multiple access networks). It will be shown that "classical topologies"
such as ring, folded bus, dual bus do not meet all our requirements for high
pf-?Z"fO?.�lT1aIlC¬ networks. Results of load-separating architectures demonstrate that
sorne of them fulfill the requirements with repect to efficiency and scalability. It is
remarkable that the improvement of the efficiency due to load separating is not as
high as expected. Probably, moreover, we found that architectures with multiple
 bandwidths which use WDM (wave-length division multiplexing) may be an
approach for effective topologies of high-performance networks.
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cri teriafor selected topologies. In order to evaluate topologies of high performance 
networks, the following parameters are of importance: scalability, normalized 
aggregate bandwidth, normalized effective bandwidth, mean access efficiency of end 
nodes, mean path length, number of electro-optical elements etc. We demonstrate 
that for selected topologies. We also present some results concerning shared medium 
a1 rl,itectures (multiple access networks). It will be shown that "classical topologies" 
such as ring, folded bus, dual bus do not meet all our requirements for high 
rerformance networks. Results of load-separating architectures demonstrate that 
sume of them. fulfill the requiren1ents with repect to efficiency and scalability. It is 
remarkable that the improvement of the efficiency due to load separating is not as 
high as expected. Probably, moreover, we found that architectures with multiple 
sltared bandwidths which use WDM (wave-length division multiplexing) may be an 
approach for effective topologies of high-performance networks. 
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Jon W. Mark, University of Waterloo, Waterloo Ontario N2L 3GI (Canada)

Performance Modelling and Buffer Allocation in ATM Networks

An ATM network is a mesh connection of switches and multiplexers, in which
switching and multiplexing are cell-oriented. ATM supports connection-oriented
services; a call must be admitted and a connection established before communication
can take place. Call admission requires a suitable definition of traffic descriptors and
an effective mechanism to allocate resources to support the connection. It is thus
important to understand the end-to-end network performance and the effects of
admitting a new call on the performance of in-progress calls. To contribute to this
understanding, we consider the queue management and cell loss at a generic
switching node, on the premise that an end-to-end network partition can be
modelled by chaining generic nodes.

The generic node is endowed with a finite amount of buffer space and a service
discipline. We will discuss the modelling and buffer allocation, and the evaluation of
cell loss and cell delay measures at the generic node. Based on the performance
characteristics of the generic node, conjectures regarding the performance of an end-
to�end network partition will also be discussed.

Andreas Pombortsis, Aristotele Universit Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki (Greece)Y

A contribution to the problem of avoiding and controlling congestion in
multistage networks for ATM switching

Self-routing, packet�switcl1ed l�.�ltlll.&#39;lf$lt�t�..;L� Int«.~i&#39;connection l\�%etworl<.s (.\/lll\&#39;s) are well
known from p.-.iral1el coinputer arcliitectures. More recently, they have been
proposed as building blocks for the implementation or an ATM (Asynchronous
Transfer Mode) switching node supporting Integrated Broadband Communication
Networks (IBCNs). In MlNs the presence of unbalanced traffic loads, in which
packets tend to follow fixed paths through the network, has an important impact on
the performance characteristics of the network. More precisely, the MIN s suffer from
the serious problem of rapid and significant performance degradation when there is
heavy traffic to one or a set of ouput ports. Within the network such a traffic may
create several "communities of interest". Several methods have been proposed to
solve the problem. The major objective of this presentation is the propose and
analyze various combinations of feedback schemes and switching strategies, at the
packet level in MIN s. The poposed flow control procedures are aiming to detect the
possibility of congestions, as soon as possible, and using proper switching strategies,
to prevent the creation of saturated trees, by utilizing the knowledge about the traffic
load distribution. Generally, the feedback mechanism is based on the queue size of
each Swithing lileimetat, in the final network stage or in stages within the network.
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Eckart Raubold, GMD Darmstadt, Darmstadt (Germany)

Deadlock avoidance in networks

(Lessons learned from packet switching for HPNs)

Fregmx &#39;75 to &#39;80 we studied at the GMD the behaviour of packet switching networks
under high loads. Our requirements had been

no congestion
- fair sharing of bottleneck resources under high load conditions.
ilecause most of the research at that time had been devoted to minimization of

packet loss probalities we concentrated on methods which avoid deadlocks within
the network by construction and allow therefore to build pure wait systems without
any packet loss. After development of a general proof technique we looked into two
mechanisms for controlled resource sharing with deadlock prevention guaranty:
Buffer allocation restrictions and routing restrictions. The first one resulted in
orc§.ered buffer classes, the second in networks with some prohibited paths in order
to prevent circular waiting conditions. Some results could be gained on the
properties of both mechanisms. Because the problems of optimal resource sharing
under the constraints of service guaranties are still in principle the same in now-a-
days high speed networks, a review of our results might be of interest and use to
todavs network designers.

Kurt Rothermel, Universität Stuttgart, Stuttgart (Germany)

A Configurable Architecture for Distributed Multimedia Applications

!@ CINEMA Project aims at the development of a platform for� configurable
r.� igributed multimedia applications. Distributed applications consist of a number of
��I� `@2-i.ponents, which are sources or sinks of multimedia streams, or are functions that
s.._..:.mipulate one or more data streams. Basic components can be used to compose
more complex ones, and components can be linked with each other to configure
arbitrary complex applications. To transfer multimedia information channels with
en.d�to�end characteristics can be established. A logical clock abstraction is provided
to express synchronization requirements between streams. The major goal of the
CINEMA platform is to ease the development of distributed multimedia applications
by providing a simple configuration mechanism and hiding most aspects of resource
management, scheduling and synchronization.

The project is in an early stage. The major concepts and the architecture of CINEMA
are rather stable. Some components have been prototyped.
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Hans Schlichter, TU München, München (Germany)

High Bandwidth Communication for Computer Supported Cooperative Work

The evolution of high bandwidth network technology, such as broadband ISDN or
ATM, will have significant impact on the way how teams of people cooperate and
how they are supported by computer systems. These emerging technologies offer the
potential for a variety of newly designed cooperative applications. For example. high
performance networks will provide opportunities for multimedia conferencing
between geographically remote sites; data, audio and video are integrated into a
single information stream supporting real-time interaction between group members.

The impact of high bandwidth on CSCW must be examined from two perspectives:
the application perspective and the system support perspective. In the first case new
forms of cooperation will be identified, e.g. how can virtual reality be applied to
support cooperation across wide area networks. The second perspective will
examine the distributed system support for CSCW in the context of high bandwidth
communication and its impact on policies and mechanisms for group work, e.g.
identifying suitable concurrency control strategies and notification mechanisms to
support group awareness.

Doug Shepherd, Dept. of Computing, Lancaster LA1 4YR (United Kingdom)

MICRO-Kernel Support for continuous Media Communications

Operating system support for distributed applications primarily involves the co-
ordinated real�time processing and communication of continuous media such as
audio and video. Continuous media types are demanding on distributed systems not
only because of their high bandwidth requirements, but also because they demand a
�exible range of qualities of service (Q05) at varying levels of commitment. A
considerable amount of research has already been carried out in communications
support for continuous media over high speed networks such as FDDI, DQDB and
ATM. However, most experimental implementations of communications systems so
far reported have not been successfully integrated into conventional end-system
software environments. Typically, implementations have either been embedded in
conventional operating system environments and suffered from poor performance,
or have been implemented in specialised hardware/ software environments unable
to support general purpose applications. Research at Lancaster is attempting to
combine the advantages and eliminate the disadvantages of these two
implementation strategies by efficiently supporting state of the art continuous media
networking and communications support in a real-time, micro-kernel based
environment which is also capable of running conventional UNIX applications. This
tall: will describe how we are extending the Chorus micro-kernel to incorporate high
speed connection oriented communications, Q08 configurability and integrated
Communications driven thread scheduling.
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Otto Spaniol, RWTI-I Aachen, Aachen (Germany)

High Speed Interconnection of Workstations: Concepts, Problems and Experiences

High speed networking technologies with transmission capacities in the range of
hundreds of megabits per second (or even gigabits per second) together with very
low error rates are difficult to operate due to a performance gap between the
enormous amount of raw capacity when compared to the end-to-end performance
which remains available for applications. One of the reasons for that effect is the
limited processing power of endstations. Although the performance of those stations
is rapidly increasing there is a mismatch between end station capacities and network
capacities. This is due to network I / O interfaces, system architectures, host
interprocess communication and ~ last but not least - to inadequate functionality and
implementation of transport protocols.

In this contribution we describe different methods which may be applied in order to
increase the end to end performance of high speed networks. After illustrating the
bottlenecks which may limit the performance we propose different approaches for
high performance network interfaces. The results are illustrated by a comparison of
implementations for TCP/ IP as well as for a lightweight XTP protocol within a SUN
OS kernel.

Ralf Steinmetz, IBM ENC, Heidelberg (Germany)

Media Synchronization

Multimedia synchronization comprises the definition as well as the establishment of
temporal relationships among audio,,video and other data. The presentation of "in
synch" data streams processed at computers equals a human perception in a non-
technical environment, this is natural. If data is "out of synch" the human perception
tends to identify this error as the data being artificial and annoying. The goal of any
multimedia system is to present all data without a synchronization error. The
achievement of this goal requires a detailed knowledge on the notion of
synchronization errors at the user interface.

This paper outlines the results of a series of experiments leading to a first order
guideline for the definition of a synchronization quality of service. The results show
that a skew between related data streams may still lead to perceived "in synch" data
and, that the notion of a synchronization error highly depends on the related types of
media. A quality of Service parameter is " derived from this knowledge of
synchronization leading to a micromanagement of resources by a network layer
protocol.
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Heinrich Stiittgen, IBM ENC, Heidelberg (Germany)

An Internetworking Architecture for Multimedia Communication over
Heterogeneous Networks

Distributed and interactive multimedia computer applications require
communication systems transporting audio and video in realtime. In order to
guarantee timely delivery of packetized multimedia data three basic components are
needed:

- networks capable of providing fixed and low delay communication like Token
Ring, FDDI, ISDN and ATM based networks,

- low overhead ("light weiglit") communication protocols,
- mechanisms to communicate and coordinate quality of service values between

terminals, routers, Connection and resource managers.

This contribution is primarily concerned with a signalling architecture that is
applicable to both, the traditional broadcast type local area networks, as well as
switched ATM networks.

To support multimedia communication over LAN 5 interconnected by serial links we
have implemented a comnuinication architecture based on the ST II (revised internet
stream) protocol. ST II is a network layer protocol that is capable of transporting flow
specs (quality of service descriptions) accross heterogeneous networks. Each ST II
agent interfaces with various resource managers like a subnetwork bandwidth
manager, a router&#39;s buffer manager or others. In a switched network resource
management is typically handled by a switch controller. Terminals communicate
with this controller using signalling protocols like (2.931 for ISDN or various �avors
of Q.93B for ATM networks.

The=ST II protocol itself can be split in two parts, one being the light weight data part
which provides label switching based routing of data and control packets. The
second being the SCMP (streams control message protocol) providing connection
control functions. Thus SCMP is a signalling protocol in its own rights. As the most
important evolving network especially suited for multimedia communication is
ATM, it is important to understand how the ATM signalling protocol Q.93B relates
to SCMP.

This presentation analyses the functional requirements of a signalling architecture
suitable for multimedia communication over interconnected LAN and ATM

networks.

Three alternatives for integration of Q.93B and SCMP are coinpared on the basis of
- functional requirements,
- efficiency of the interworking scheme,
- adaptation to the evolving networking infrastructure.
Finally an architecture solution is presented and discussed.
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Wassim Tawbi, Laboratoire MASI, Paris Cedex 05 (France)

Management of Q08 for multimedia applications

"The contribution addresses Q08 issues in distributed multimedia systems and more
precisely the management of multimedia applications Q08. A framework that
consists of four levels ("users", "programmers", "system", and "network and
resources") identifies important Q08 aspects that should be considered and studied
for distributed multimedia applications. The work focuses on the Q08 management
at the system level. At this level, an applications� Q08 manager (AQOSM), residing at
each site, ensures the link between the applications and the available network and
local system resources and manages the Q08 of these applications. AQOSMS
communicate by means of a management protocol called HLQN P (High Level Q08
Negotiation Protocol). HLQNI-� allows Q08 negotiation between the applications
prior to applications� execution. Dynamic negotiations and renegotiations are also
supported by the protocol and deal with any dynamic changes in the applications or
any problems in reserved resources. The protocol maintains relevant information for
applications Q08 management and contributes in the management of the underlying
resources.

Phuoc Tran-Gia, Universität Würzburg, Würzburg (Germany)

Discrete-time analysis of Usage Parameter Control Functions in ATM Systems

The design of the User Network Interface (UNI) in accordance with the incorporated
Usage Parameter Control (UPC) plays an important role in the current ATM
development and standardisation process. Due to the discrete-time nature of ATM
z;_.::;:ll traffic and the control functions of UNI, queueing models operating in discrete-
ierie domain can be used in a quite direct way.

in this talk, two models with UNI / UPC functions will be presented:
0! a queueing model to analyse the cell traffic shaping using a spacer where

adiscrete-time algorithm for the spacer output process is developed
and

ii. a queueing model for the Generic Cell rate Algorithm (GCRA) with which
dimensioning aspects of the Cell Delay Variation (CDV) are discussed, in
accordance with a versatile discrete-time algorithm.
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Bernd Wolfinger, Universität Hamburg, Hamburg (Germany)

Formal description technique to support load modelling for innovative
communication systems

In order to evaluate the performance of computer and communication systems under
realistic boundary conditions, adequate load models are urgently required. It is
desirable to derive those models directly from load measurements. In this
presentation, Petri net based models for users of innovative communication systems
are introduced. First, a survey of basic requirements to a formal load description
technique is given. A starting point of our technique is an elementary user modeled
by a Petri net being an automaton with a time factor. Then basic compositions of
elementary users such as sequential, alternative, and iterative compositions are
elaborated. Finally, the parallel compositions of elementary users are considered. In
order to define the parallel composition of many users with similar behaviour,
equivalence relations between users are defined.

Adam Wolisz, GMD-FOKUS, Berlin 12 (Germany)

An integrated approach to communication protocols specification and
performance analysis.

It will be discussed how a properly extended Formal Description Technique can be
used as a basis for solving different problems in evaluating communication protocols
and comparing alternatives in their implementation. First short characteristic of
Timed Interacting Systems - a performance enhanced LOTOS-like formal description
Technique - will be presented. TIS supports in comparison with LOTOS a more
complex gate semantics: preparing for synchronization requires time,
synchronization itself requires time and in addition synchronization may also
require the availability of predefined resources. Thus TIS makes it possible to specify
not only the protocol under study but also supports adding later some aspects of the
execution environment. Afterwards we shall discuss a programming package for
deriving simulation runs directly out of TIS specifications. We shall address the use
of the obtained in this way performance estimates for optimizing the execution
environment. Finally we shall point out our work on methodology to verify
deterministic performance bounds for TIS specifications. We shall also comment on
our recent experiences in using this approach for simple examples and for the XTP
transport protocol.
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An integrated approach to communication protocols specification and 
performance analysis. 

It will be discussed huw a properly ~xtended Formal Description Technique can be 
used as a basis for solving different problems in evaluating communication protocols 
and comparing alternatives in their implementation. First short characteristic of 
Timed Interacting Systems - a performance enhanced LOTOS-like formal description 
Technique - will be presented. TIS supports in comparison with LOTOS a more 
complex gate semantics: preparing for synchronization requires time, 
synchronization itself requires time and in addition synchronization may also 
require the availability of predefined resources. Thus TIS makes it possible to specify 
not only the protocol under study but also supports adding later some aspects of the 
execution environment. Afterwards we shall discuss a programming package for 
deriving simulation runs directly out of TIS specifications. We shall address the use 
of the obtained in this way performance estimates for optimizing the execution 
environment. Finally we shall point out our work on methodology to verify 
deterministic performance bounds for TIS specifications. We shall also comment on 
our recent experiences in using this approach for simple examples and for the XTP 
transport protocol. 
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and finally "the poem":

Dagstuhl 9335 (Architecture and Protocols for High Performance Networks)

We were so proud since we could see
so many freaks in Germany.
The experts came - we said hurrah -
from countries such as Canada.

East Germans, still more from the western
part and from UK, Lancaster(n).

All those arrived at castle Dagstuhl
which sounds in German such as "I<acl<stuh1".

That word again (what we admit)
does nothing mean but "chair of shit".
This may have been one of the reasons
why in spite of the autumn season
some US experts were in favour
of W i1liamsburg&#39;s tobacco flavour
since there was held what shouldn&#39;t be

the same workshop by IEEE.
Nevertheless but natural

we were quite international.
Participants from many nations
were active with some presentations.

Pierre and Doug liked ATM,
some others couldn&#39;t feel with them.

André&#39;s request for guarantees
�<=.3.s taken up by Msieu&#39; Tawbi.
Arid Olga&#39;s View was to support this
as strong as Andreas Pombortsis.

The same was said without much dreami&#39;

by big man Sunday Lamborghini,
pardon - Domenico Ferrari -
with some Italian Lari fari.

The talk provided by Jon Mark
did none of us leave in the dark.

The Tango dance was not invented
but multimedia-presented
by our well beloved Ralf Steinmetz
as serious as seven dead cats.
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Hans Schlichter did CSCV

the reason was not clear to see.

[I know: CSCW; tdabbeljuhl)
I Couldn&#39;t find a riine for you!]

In order to increase confusion

Paul Kuehn began with the conclusion.

Budrikis acted as translator

in the nearby museum of W *.&#39;-idem. ( Wow!)
He left the old DQDB
and invented DQDT.
My question: Is it really better
to change only a siiigle letter
instead of trying first to sell
the old products (but lteavens helll)?

I didn&#39;t like the talk of Aclaut

since everybody, man or madam,
was really forced to stay awal<e;
that was a dirty piece of cake!

Another talk � I have to say -
was somewhat difficiilt to stay.
Thus Helmut thought: "l wish I had
a better seat or - best - a bed".

And as a Consequence of thinking
he Continued in down wards sinking.

In his phantastic explanation
Heiner used many abbreviations
which may have had some sense within it
but came in rates of twelve per minute!

Both calculations and emphasis
of Ivan were on Dollar basis.

Eckart&#39;s talk came second last.

Its title: "Message from the past".
Thus here we saw less speculations
than in most other presentations.
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Who counts the countries, who the names

which in Dagstuhl together came. (Wow square!)
Tran-Gia, Heinrichs, Gunningberg,
Wolfinger, Kiril, Effelsberg.

Some others have also been there

�sgtrm, Rothermel, Monique Becker.
Finally there was more than half a
side to be seen of Wilfried Kalfa.

One of the chairmen was quite lazy.
He said: "I&#39;m really not so crazy.
Too many colleagues I have seen
who have been killed by A. Danthine
or by Ralf-Guido, Oswald, Doug,
not to forget about Biersack.
My talk - if given here and there -
will have a risk quite similiir. ( Wow!)
My strategy: I&#39;d better show �em
some kind of nonsense English poem
which I may obviously present
when the event comes to its end".

Conclusion:
We liked the friendly atmosphere,
we liked the wine, we liked the beer.

Thus everybody, what the heck,
will gladly say: "And I&#39;ll come back!!"

.�&#39;tt�:§;gstul1l, September 3, 1993

C 
_.n" �

0[� n r

(Alois Pot on)

alois (pardon: �alias? Otto Spaniol @B
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